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• Health impact is the logical continuation of all air quality studies,
• But projects involving 'doctors' and 'geophysicians' are rare and/or 
just starting:
- Scientific 'langages' are not homogeneous,
- Used tools and databases are really different

Current projects in our institutes (IPSL,INERIS etc.):
Projects about UV/skin cancers, epidemic in Africa etc. 
Current projects involving CHIMERE at the regional scale

– collaboration with hospitals for the study of air pollution impact 
on specific deceases (old people admitted in emergency in 
hospitals, problems of pregnant women)
– PhD thesis of Myrto Valari to establish a methodology linking 
morbidity data and pollutants concentrations at the 
regional/urban scale

Health and air quality in France



Correlation pollution/health:
Correlate causes to spatio/temporal variability

Analysis difficulty

•  Outdoor atmospheric pollution is not the major factor on health
           --> Difficult to extract the 'signal' only due to air pollution

Try to estimate various correlations.
A chemistry-transport model could be useful to:

- Link meteo, emissions and concentrations

- Link concentrations for specific species and corresponding diseases

- Estimate pollutants peaks every time and everywhere

- Estimate concentrations above thresholds and persistence



How to represent air pollution impact
in the context of health studies? [1]

•The “individuals” point of view:
numerous persons are studied (with sensors etc.) and followed one by 
one during several weeks

•The “disease” point of view:
For one specific disease, evaluation of the hospital admissions. 
Correlations with gender, age, past problems, social characteristics etc. 

•The “city” point of view: 
For one region, all integrated diseases factors or morbidity are correlated 
to meteorological (temperature, humidity etc.) and/or pollution (gas and 
particles concentrations) indicators.

-> The present study is focused on the “city” point of view, in order 
to built:
- Trends analysis of concentrations/morbidity (or disease) factors
- Define indicators to built short term (3 days) forecasts of the “risk” 



The needs are:
- Additional information on surface concentrations: uncertainty, 
variability, real peaks and persistence

The potential tools are:
- a direct downscaling (up to 1km to CTMs): adding variablity but also 
model errors (surface emissions fluxes, turbulence)
- an explicit representation of 'street canyons' using LES: difficult to 

generalize this approach to a whole region. 
- source/sink using Gaussian models: only focussed on specific targets

Our approach is an hybrid approach based on:
1. Deterministic CTM modelling, direct downscaling

 
2. Statistical elements for variability

(subgrid variability of landuse, emissions activity sectors

How to represent air pollution impact
in the context of health studies? [2]



1. Direct downscaling:
find the best scale for the 'mean' concentrations
Quantification of the impact of the horizontal resolution

Dx=1km          ------>           Dx=3km              ------>            Dx=6km

Results do not improve linearly with
an increase in horizontal resolution:

 Model errors compensations
 Surface stations representativity
 Chemical regimes

Valari M. and L. Menut, 2008
Does increase in air quality models resolution bring surface 
ozone concentrations closer to reality?
Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology



2. Evaluation of the subgrid scale variability

Valari M. and L.Menut,
Modelling pollutants sub-grid scale variability due to 
surface emission heterogeneity at urban areas
Atmospheric Environment, submitted (september 2008)

• Lack in concentration data: 
Need more informations on the 
concentrations because:

- only average value

- bad representation of the 
contrast proximity/background

- bad representation of 
threshold trigger (peaks)

• Implementation of a sub-grid 
model with CHIMERE:

- Take into account subgrid 
variablity of emissions

- Give sub-grid concentrations: 
the average and its associated 
variability 



Correlation between meteorology, air pollution
extreme events and morbidity?
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Correlation pollution/health: a first methodology
Identify, dissociate and recombine the causes

Figure: courtesy of E.Chatignoux (ORS/Paris)

For each “frequency” and as a function of time:
Find a possible cause: season, temperature, humidity, 
wind speed, vacations, traffic, particles concentrations,
Try to affect a stable frequency to each cause
 Recombine each cause to retrieve the data



3. in progress:
Evaluate new 'risks' functions using the model outputs

In addition to the air 
concentrations measurements: 
with the CTM model:

- Evaluate the relative part of 
background/sources 
concentrations with the sub-grid 
approach

- Spatialize the 'risk' function 
over a region

- Enables to 'forecast' the risk 
up to three days (as in the 
PREVAIR system)



Conclusion and perspectives

The model developments are now able to estimate:
- mean concentrations values over urbanized areas
- the associated subgrid variability

The health data are difficult to analyze in term of spatial representativity, time 
frequency (occurence and persistence):

- Need to continue discussions with doctors,
- Need more homogeneous datasets (an European network for health data?)

First expected results for the next year:

1. Separate 'frequencies' in health data to split contributions of different 
diseases,
2. Correlation laws at the regional scale using long-term regional simulations


